Talking about mental health

• The links between mental health and communication and swallowing needs

• The role of speech and language therapy in mental health

• The impact of speech and language therapy in supporting people with mental health disorders

• Why this matters in relation to ‘Reforming the Mental Health Act’ White Paper.
World Mental Health

• Mental health conditions make a substantial contribution to the global burden of disease with 14% attributed to neuropsychiatric disease (Prince et al 2007)

• WHO estimate that (apart from Africa), non infectious diseases are rapidly becoming the dominant causes of ill health- with neuropsychiatric disorders accounting for 32% of non-infectious diseases in high income countries such as the UK and USA

• COVID-19 mental health impact

• ‘No Health without Mental Health’ WHO 2005 widely accepted.
Causes of communication difficulties

- Difficulties arising from pre-existing SLCN which may have contributed to developing mental health problems eg a stammer or unremediated Developmental Language Disorder (Winstanley et al 2018)
- Difficulties that are an intrinsic part of the mental health condition eg schizophrenia
- Difficulties resulting from the management of a mental health condition eg a side effect of treatment such as drug induced dysarthria (motor speech production difficulty) or swallowing difficulties associated with anti-psychotic medication side effects
- See Bryan 2014 for a full review of psychiatric disorders and communication.
Compounding risk model (Bryan et al 2015)
Co-morbidity between communication difficulties and mental health

- 81% of children with social, emotional and mental health needs have significant unidentified language deficits (Hollo et al. 2014)
- Adolescents with DLD are more likely to have depression and anxiety than their peers (Botting et al. 2016)
- Clegg et al. (2009) showed that over 60% of children facing school exclusion had SLCN
- During the school years, loneliness and peer rejection may contribute to adverse mental health outcomes for young people with compromised language skills (Durkin & Conti-Ramsden, 2010)
- Children and young people at increased risk of developing mental health problems are likely to have SLCN including those with anxiety and depression, autism, learning difficulties, ADHD and those in care and involved with the criminal justice system.
All children and young people presenting with emotional and behaviour difficulties should have a full speech, language and communication assessment (Bryan et al 2015).
Adults with communication difficulties

- Adults with mental health conditions that affect communication e.g. schizophrenia, depression etc
- People with acquired communication difficulties eg aphasia, dysarthria, Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis etc are all at risk for mental health difficulties
- Adults with enduring developmental difficulties eg learning difficulties are also at risk for mental health difficulties
- It is widely recognised that SLT intervention has a significant impact on preventing mental health difficulties in these populations (Code and Hermann 2003).
Eating and swallowing difficulties

• Dysphagia (swallowing difficulty) occurs in 35% of adult acute inpatients and 27% of community mental health settings (Regan et al 2006)

• Causes may be neurological, side effects of medication or behavioural (eg fast eating syndrome) (Dziewas et al 2007)

• Elevated risk of choking (Kulkani et al 2017)

• Also significant negative impact on wellbeing and physical health.
Ageing populations

- As well as more people in the community having age related conditions such as dementia, older prisoners are the fastest growing sector of the prison population (Stevens et al 2017)
- Faxel et al (2016) showed that 14% of prisoners worldwide have major depression or psychosis. Also high rates of substance misuse strongly associated with re-offending and early mortality (Chang et al 2015)
- Di Lorito et al 2017 found 38.4% of older prisoners with a psychiatric disorder
- Combalbert et al 2018 found that 19% of over 50’s in prison had an MMSE indicating dementia and 89% had a Frontal Assessment Battery (Dubois et al 200) profile indicating executive functioning difficulties
SLT role in MH: assessment

Starting to be recognised! ‘Rehabilitation for patients with complex psychosis’ (NICE 2020).

Assessment of speech, language and communication skills
- Crucial issue is whether language skills are there (or not) and used (or not)
- Establish the language skills level to make informed decisions about suitability for verbally mediated interventions eg anger management and to indicate whether the patient has the necessary skills to cope with group based interventions
- Establish capacity for informed consent
- Improve the accuracy of risk assessments by making information accessible and supporting patient to communicate their needs and issues
- Gain additional information about patients worries, dislikes, pre-occupations etc
- Supporting the multi-disciplinary team to have a full profile of the patient and to support staff to achieve effective communication.
SLT role in MH: interventions

• Increasing access to other interventions - may include targeted language development, group interaction skills etc

• Specific individual therapy programme eg fluency or swallowing interventions

• Language and communication programmes delivered in partnership with other staff eg key workers, education staff, nursing and OT assistants

• Joint working eg with psychiatrist to calibrate drug dosage in manic depression to manage willingness to speak vs dysfluency

• Joint working to enable patients to benefit from other interventions such as education, art therapy, vocational workshops (largely adapting interventions, supporting communication and scaffolding understanding).
SLT role in MH: prevention

- Enable recovery by preventing dis-engagement by (patients and staff) by supporting and enabling more effective communication
- Prevent negative perceptions developing around patients – eg he needs help with understanding vs he is unco-operative
- Prevent swallowing difficulties from escalating and reduce risks of choking (and ensure patient has enough to eat and drink)
- Support access to other services and prevent inappropriate interventions that the patient has insufficient language skills to engage with (economic impact also)
- Prevent mental health problems escalating by enabling effective communication
- Prevent under or over assessment of risk by enabling effective communication (economic impact if risk is lower)
- Communication skills are a ‘protective factor’ for mental health.
Techniques and evidence

• Person-centred and appropriately paced
• Goal directed (language and functional goals that are important to the patient)
• As for the disorder presenting, and backed up by the evidence base eg autism (Reichow et al 2012), learning disability Allen et al 2013), stammering (Bothe et al 2006)
• Strong enabling role, joint working, supporting others to communicate (staff and families)
Example...

- 20 year old man, resident for two years, no meaningful interaction with staff and attends no sessions off the ward
- ‘Can you help’ referral
- Gathered information and observed patient on the ward and talked to patient in corridor – would not come into a room with me but agreed to me coming back
- Established fortnightly ‘contact’ mostly refused to engage then started to come into room. Over nine months worked from 5 second toleration to 10-15 minutes
- Worked on turn-taking initially largely non-verbal to increase time with another person- card sorting, basic vocab, sentence completion- very structured and very repetitive ie safe - more language than expected emerging and very strong regional accent.
Continued…

• Over the next three months completed full language assessment

• Full profile a “game changer” for the MDT- a lot more language than expected apparent (dev. level of about 10 years), some insight into his thinking could be carefully explored, more informed risk assessment ‘reduced’ his risk

• Started functional language programme- not very successful as ward reluctant to help so no momentum outside still very short sessions

• Change of ward and consultant resulted in an off ward programme starting, key worker supported to manage very structured conversation during physical activity eg table tennis or washing up

• Supported garden and gym staff to reduce communication loading and manage basic structured communication and checking back meaning

• Over the next year his activity programme ramped up, therapeutic engagement with psychiatrist commenced – agreed to suspend language sessions as they were getting in the way of his off ward activities!

• Flagged need for further SLT before any verbally mediated interventions.
Reforming the Mental Health Act

- Review of the Mental Health Act (1983) long overdue
- Independent Review of the MHA proposed a number of recommendations – majority accepted by Government
- *Reforming the Mental Health Act* White Paper includes:
  - ensuring care and treatment is of the highest quality and promotes recovery;
  - detention only when appropriate and demonstrable therapeutic benefit
  - improve patient’s choice and experience
  - improve how MHA works for people with a learning disability and autistic people
  - enable patients to access safeguards earlier and more often
  - reduce racial disparities under the MHA.
Reforming the Mental Health Act

Understanding and being understood are central to the reforms proposed:

- **Choice and autonomy** - can only be achieved if the person can make their needs known and understand the issues

- **Therapeutic benefit** - SLTs must be a core part of the MDT in all MH services:
  - To support identification of communication and swallowing needs
  - Provide SLT for those who need it
  - Provide training of the wider mental health workforce

- **Least restriction** - need to communicate effectively to tell your story, give evidence in court and may need SLT to enable engagement with other services and group interventions eg anger management.

- **The person as an individual** - requires effective communication with them.
Thank you
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k.bryan@yorksj.ac.uk